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Honoring the Red, White, and Blue 

Pillager, MN: Magnum Research is proud to introduce the limited edi=on “Star Spangled Banger” Desert 
Eagle pistol!  This beau=ful custom firearm is the ul=mate expression of American patrio=sm on the 
canvas of the mighty Desert Eagle magnum auto-loader.  Each Star Spangled pistol is custom finished in a 
distressed Cerakote, with the American flag added in color to the frame, slide, and barrel.  Old Glory is 
brightly depicted in its full red white and blue grandeur!  The Star Spangled Banger Desert Eagle starts as 
a model DE50, chambered in the popular .50 AE caliber.  It includes a 6” barrel with pica=nny op=cs rail 
and integral muzzle brake, rubber grips, fixed combat sights, and one seven round magazine.  Overall 
length is 10.75”, and weight is 4lbs 7oz.  The Star Spangled Banger Desert Eagle is exclusively available 
from Bill Hicks & Co., Ltd.. MSRP is $2,621.  Joby Goerges, Magnum Research Director of Manufacturing 
& Engineering described the Star Spangled Banger Desert Eagle, as “..an expression of the patrio=sm felt 
by the Magnum Research team.  It is a beau=ful depic=on of the flag on our Desert Eagle pistol, a gun 
produced en=rely by skilled American workers, with parts made right here in the U.S.A.” 

The Magnum Story 

Magnum Research was founded in 1979, focused on bringing the world’s finest hun=ng handguns to 
market, beginning with the famous Desert Eagle pistol.  The Desert Eagle is the first commercially 
successful autoloader chambered in a magnum cartridge, and the only one to remain in con=nuous 
produc=on.  Offered in .44 Magnum, .357 Magnum, .50 AE, and .429 DE, the Desert Eagle is a cultural 
icon appearing in countless movies, television shows, and video games.  Magnum Research followed it 
with the Biggest Finest Revolver (BFR), giving hunters a super accurate, reliable handgun, in a vast 
number of calibers.  Other popular Magnum Research products include the Baby Eagle, and MR1911 
pistols; and the SwitchBolt, and Mountain Eagle rifles.  In 2010, Magnum Research was purchased by 
Kahr Firearms Group, becoming the third brand in the family, alongside Kahr and Auto-Ordnance. Kahr 
Firearms Group has a dedicated team of professionals making the best firearms available to the 
American Shooter! 
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Build the Gun of Your Dreams 
www.magnumresearchcustoms.com 
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